Strathard Community Council
Minutes of meeting 5th May 2016
Inversnaid Hotel
1. Present:
2. Apologies:
3. Minutes:

4. Matters
Arising:

5. Stirling
Council
Issues

6. Planning

R Dingwall, A Goulancourt, F McEwan, C Smith.
Two members of the public.

Actions

J Clow, M Colquhoun, J Quinn, S Stephen, W Ronald.
Addition to the draft April Minutes to incorporate the omitted monthly Planning
items discussed at that meeting, as per the Planning sheet supplied by CS.
Proposed by CS; seconded by AG.
Community Action Plan: Invitees for the forthcoming initial meeting in the
Memorial Hall on the 12 May 2016 were discussed. E.g. representatives from RD
Churches, Hall Committees, Forestry, Traders. These would be involved in the
steering group which starts the process. After the meeting information could be
cascaded to other groups and the community.
Community Council Members: Still two vacancies - for Aberfoyle and
Stronachlachar. Again noted that a representative would be welcome to
represent Milton interests.
Trossachs Trail signage / churchyard: This required a report back on whether
JC
the work was done.
Flooding: Flooding issue was discussed at length and it was felt that more
Stirling Council clarification and further discussion within the wider community
would be required. Some areas of concern had been raised regarding the
embankment being very wide and it was felt that the community needed a more
visual perspective to provide informed feedback. The meeting was informed
that there was more technical information being gathered further downstream of
Wool Centre and it was acknowledged that the Council were working actively
on various suggestions made by local people at the recent information session. FM
The visual impact appeared to be the biggest focal point.
Road repairs and Closures: The plans for 2016/17 had recently been received
rather later than normal and were now on the Council website. It seemed that
the Council may not have disseminated this widely enough e.g. to all the
traders, since only one was included on correspondence. The lists of closures
and repairs was read through and discussed, and details would be circulated to
the community as before. The ongoing timetables during the year would be
FM
monitored and RD would query any possible problems re. timing with Roads
RD
staff.
Regarding the suggestions that Stirling Council should be re-approached to
query the type of machinery used, previous responses from the Council to our
queries were re-examined and It was agreed again that based on this
information no further action would be taken at present and that the best course
of action in order to ascertain a wider community view would be to ensure
that during the 2016 Community Action Planning process the issue of road
closures be queried specifically at public sessions including businesses.
B829 40mph Limit: It was felt that a survey was required to assess the feelings
of residents and users of the Loch Ard road regarding the best way forward.
More details on the justification for the limits proposed by Stirling Council TrafficFM
Management were agreed as necessary to progress this matter.
Council Funding: Community and Events Fund; Memorial Hall advised. Noted
an Aberfoyle Gala Day was already scheduled for July, but was not a
community-run event. Rural community funding: Details still awaited.
Community Council Connect Fund initial deadline 1 June. A possible
community event or website upgrading were considered.
Other correspondence: Public parade for Kinlochard Gathering on 17 July.
New applications: Agreed no issues on below.
Glengyle House – alteration of garage (built in recent years) to accommodation.
6 Braeval - extension
Decisions: none

7. Reports:

8. AOCB

Finances: The repairs to the broken Kinlochard noticeboard (£180) had been
paid. A quote would be sought for perspex replacement and any other repairsFM
needed for other boards.
Police: The Police had reinstated the ‘Shop Relay’ phone-round system for
traders to advise of problems, which was welcomed. Reports had been
received regarding the use of motorcycles on forestry roads, and the Police
were giving extra attention to identify those involved.. Some road safety issues
and inappropriate driving have been reported. There have been various thefts
throughout the area including red diesel from the B829, at Guyana, and a
vehicle in Loch Ard Forest.
A Police Surgery would take place from 1pm to 3pm on the 12 May within the
tourist information office at VisitScotland. This was seen as a positive move
since it responds to issues raised following the loss of the Police Station
presence.
National Park: Closure was still needed regarding the Right of Way acceptance
FM
which the Park officers had recommended for approval in 2015. Agreed that
we should clarify arrangements for ongoing monthly communication with the
National Park and Billy Ronald, our elected representative.
Community Trusts: While the community benefit of potentially £5500 per annum
looked secure, investigations by professionals into making any further
investment in the Bruach scheme did not look promising.
Meetings attended: CS attended the first meeting of a new Stirling Council
‘Broadband Delivery Group’. There are no plans for fibre cable to be installed
for Kinlochard. Forest Hills Hotel is however very keen to improve its
connection, which could be helpful to others. The update on Aberfoyle
superfast broadband was a delay of up to 6 months. There is more information
available should people wish to investigate the Digital Scotland website.
Stirling council has appointed a designated person for broadband with a BT
background and there is funding available for the next 5 years to support
infrastructure. Colin would continue to attend as representative for the
community council and Kinlochard.
Queries on benches refurbishment and licensing policy to be followed through. FM

Next meeting 2nd June 2016 in Kinlochard Village Hall

